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This report has been based on 65 responses to the consultation document.
 
The organisational breakdown of respondents was as follows:

Local Authority							39
School Bursar/Business Manager 				17
School – Head teacher						  1
Other									  8

Overall there was no clear view on how to take the collection of capital data in the CFR framework forward.  What is clear is that people do want to see some change in the way the Department collects capital data.  We are going to look at re-launching another consultation to look at how we can further enhance the CFR framework for future years.

43% of respondents use or partially use the capital data once it has been submitted, but only 29% of respondents said they used the data once its published on the benchmarking website.  

45% of respondents commented that the capital data added value but only 37% of respondents could see the value in continuing to collect this data from schools.
 
Question 6, Proposal 1 suggested removing all of the existing CFR capital codes, with the exception of two expenditure codes ICT and new construction conversion and renovation. 58% of respondents agreed with this proposal, but there was some concern that removing the capital income data would not give the “full” picture. 
Question 7, Proposal 2 suggested removing the income and balance codes, and amending the expenditure codes to become more meaningful. Only 26% of respondents agreed with this proposal. There seemed to be a general feeling that we should keep this simple, and that this proposal would cause confusion.
Question 8, proposed to bring the opening balance fields into the CFR framework. 81% of respondents agreed with this proposal and there was a clear message that including the opening balance codes would give the total picture.

The 3 new CFR codes coming into force on April 1st 2008 are:
	OB01 (Opening Pupil Focused Revenue Balance)
	OB02 (Opening Community Focused Revenue Balance)
	OB03 (Opening Capital Balance)
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6. Proposal 1 suggests removing all of the existing CFR capital codes, with the exception of two expenditure codes ICT and New construction conversion and renovation, which complement the revenue equivalents.





7. Proposal 2 suggests removing the income and balance codes and amending the expenditure codes to become more meaningful.











9. Proposal 4 suggests adding new guidance so schools can better capture their development and training costs.  We propose to publish new guidance so that any expenditure on supply staff to cover development and training is captured in E09 - Development and training as opposed to E02 - Supply staff or E26 - Agency supply staff.  Do you agree with this proposal?

Options	Responses
Yes:	35	55% 
No:	29	45% 
Total:	64	100%




